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ABSTRACT
Due to the high cost of new construction and the increasing inventory of 
otherwise adequate structure, the need for repair, strengthening, or reinforced-concrete 
structures is growing significantly in Canada and worldwide. Fiber reinforced polymer 
technology has emerged during the past decade as a particular tool to upgrade existing 
structures. These materials are an excellent option for use as external reinforcing because 
of their light weight, resistance to corrosion, and high strength. This thesis introduces a 
strengthening technique of slab-column connection in flat-slab structures to enhance its 
flexural strength. Six flat-slab column coimections were fabricated and then tested under 
increasing gravity loading up-to-complete collapse to investigate the effectiveness of 
using carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) sheets in enhancing their flexural capacity. 
Each specimen comprised 2000 x 1000 x 150 mm slab, with a 200 x 200 mm column 
stub extending below and above the slab. The tested specimens consisted of two groups. 
The first group provided control specimens, on which three specimens had central 
column, edge column, and eccentric column, respectively. The second group was similar 
to the first group but with CFRP sheets installed around the column on the tension side of 
the slab. Different structural quantities were used to examine the contribution of CFRP 
sheets slab. Different structural quantities were used to examine the contribution of CFRP 
sheets to the flexural strength of the tested specimens. These structural quantities 
included deflections, concrete and steel strains, ultimate load carrying capacities and 
crack patterns. Results from testing showed that the ultimate load carrying capacity
VI
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increased by 32, 38 and 65 % for the tested specimens with central, eccentric, and edge 
column, respectively, when strengthened using CFRP sheets.
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Residential buildings, bridge deeks, and garages are usually eomposed of flat slab 
structures that are subjected to heavy loads. The flat slab structures are usually supported 
directly on columns in order to increase the availability of more headroom or clearance 
and a pleasant appearance due to the absence of beams. Figure 1-1 shows view of 
different types of these slab structures (Collins and Mitchell, 1990). These slab-structures 
may be supported such that under loads they curve in predominantly one direetion and 
hence designed as beam strips in this direction. These slabs may contain beams (Figure 1- 
1-a) or wide-shallow beams (Figure 1-1-e). Flat structure may take the form of flat plate 
supported directly over columns (Figure 1-1-b) or supported with column capitals and/or 
drop panels (Figure 1-1-d). Waffle slabs (Figure 1-1-e) or two-way slabs supported on 
beams (Figure 1-1-f) are also used. Figure 1-2 shows photos of flat slab parking garage 
located in Windsor, Ontario, that is similar to that shown in Figure 1-1-c.
Cities and Municipalities depend on structures such as residential buildings, 
garages, and power stations to perform their activities and serve the public. The 
increasing age of these structures is becoming a major concern, requiring new and 
improved rehabilitation methods. In order to meet this challenge, this thesis presents an
1
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innovative rehabilitation technique that involves the use of externally bonded carbon 
fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP) to strengthen the deteriorated structure.
1.2 Problem definition
Parking structures and bridge decks in many parts of Canada and the USA are 
exposed to serve environmental conditions due to exposed to de-icing salts. The salt 
causes corrosion of the steel reinforcement in concrete structures. The parking structured 
may start to suffer from corrosion only 10 years after of their construction (Walker, 1986). 
In Canada, the estimated cost of repairing existing parking structures is in the range of 
four to six billion dollars. The estimated repair and rehabilitation cost of the existing 
highway bridges and parking structures in the USA is over 50 billion dollars (Michaluk et 
al. 1998).
A number of methods and precautions have been introduced to prevent corrosion 
of steel reinforcement. Among those methods are decreasing the permeability of concrete 
by using dense concrete, adding additives to concrete, coating concrete with impermeable 
layers, coating steel rebar with epoxy and cathodic protection of reinforcement, and 
providing thicker cover to the reinforcement. However, most of these protection 
measures increase the cost of the structure and do not prevent corrosion completely; 
rather they delay the problem, and they may even exacerbate the problem if not done 
properly. Flat plate structures have two elementary problems; low ductility and brittle 
failure due to the transfer of the moments and shear mainly to the supporting column. The
2
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connection between a flat slab and a column is considered the critical zone where it is 
exposed to large stresses.
There are many systems that can be approached to retrofit old concrete buildings 
such as using steel plates bolted using shear studs to the concrete slab around columns. 
An ideal solution is to use reinforce the slab by using carbon fiber reinforced polymer 
(CFRP) which is immune from corrosion. Of course, the new reinforcement must have 
adequate strength and stiffness and must be reasonably economical. It must also be able 
to withstand other environmental and short and long term loading effects. Among the 
FRP, carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP) are known to be practically immune to 
chemical attacks and they have high strength and relatively high modulus. While 
durability and long-term performance of CFRP are reasonably well established, their 
ability to resist the bending moment at the slab-column connections needs investigation.
1.3 Objectives and Scope
The objective of this thesis is to study experimentally the change in strength and 
overall behaviour of the slab-column connections in a flat-slab structure when reinforced 
with carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP) sheets in the tension side of the slab.
The focus of this study is on three types of reinforced concrete flat-slab structures; 
namely: flat-slab specimen with eentral eolumn, flat-slab speeimen with eccentric column, 
and flat-slab specimen column on the edge. Two sets of each specimen were cast
3
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identically on which one specimen was reinforced with carbon fiber reinforced polymers 
(CFRP) sheets while the other one is control specimen. Comparison between the two sets 
of specimen was conducted by correlating values of deflection, concrete and steel strains 
and ultimate load carrying capacities as well as crack patterns.
I.4 Contents and Arrangements
The literature review on the behavior of the flat-slab structures, the strengthening 
and rehabilitation of slab-column and beam-column cormections are presented in Chapter
II. Chapter III presents the test program, which describes the configurations of the tested 
specimens, the test set up and material properties. Chapter IV discusses the experimental 
results. Chapter V concludes this research and presents recommendations for further 
research.




This chapter deal with literature review concrete flat-slab structures, especially 
the hehaviour of slah-to-column connections. The literature review focus on the different 
methods for rehabilitation and retrofitting concrete slab structures.
2.2 Literature review of beam strengthening
Bonacci and Maalej (2001) studied the performance of conventionally reinforced 
concrete (RC) beams strengthened in flexure with externally bonded fiber-reinforced 
polymers (EB-FRP). A database of experimental testing results was compiled on which 
127 specimens from 23 separate studies were ineluded in the database. A profile of 
specimens in the database was given, followed by an analysis of trends in failure mode, 
strength gain, and deformability. Failure by dehonding of FRP was prevalent among 
specimens in the database. One-third of the specimens with external reinforcement added 
showed strength increases of 50% or more in combination with considerable deflection 
capacity. It was clear from the experimental studies that the followed procedures were 
most representative of member strengthening rather than repair. Most of the speeimens in 
the database were not subjected to sustained loading or damage causing loss of original 
capacity before external reinforcement was added. To assess the real potential of using
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FRP for expedient and economical field repair and strengthening of RC members, it was 
concluded that future research on the application of FRP to RC members should focus on 
conditions that are similar to what is observed in the field, including the effects of 
sustained load during repair/strengthening as well as corrosion- and load-induced damage.
Rahimi and Hutchinson (2001) investigated the structural behavior of reinforced 
concrete beams strengthened with adhesively bonded fiber-reinforeed plastics (FRP) was 
presented. The experimental work included flexural testing of 2.3-m-long concrete beams 
with bonded external reinforcements. The test variables included the amount of 
conventional (internal) reinforcement and also the type and amount of external 
reinforcement. For comparison, some of the beams were strengthened with bonded steel 
plates. Theoretical analyses included 2D nonlinear finite-clement modeling incorporating 
a "damage" material model for concrete. In general there were reasonably good 
correlations between the experimental results and nonlinear fmite-element models. It was 
suggested that the detachment of bonded external plates from the concrete, at ultimate 
loads, was governed by a limiting principal stress value at the concrete/external plate 
interface.
Farming and Kelly (2001) studied the ultimate response of reinforced concrete 
beams strengthened with carbon fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) plates. The beams in 
these studies were precracked with an initial loading of 30 to 70 percent of the ultimate 
capacity of the member, below the yielding of the tensile steel. It was observed that at 
higher load levels, the crack patterns in beams with externally bonded fiber reinforced
6
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polymer strips have exhibited a shift from several widely spaced large cracks to many 
smaller cracks at a much closer spacing. It was calculated that thicker strips provide a 
larger area of FRP and can provide greater amounts of strengthening. As the thickness of 
a FRP strip is increased, the peeling stresses at the strip end increase as a result of moving 
the tensile force resultant farther from the bottom surface of the concrete beam. These 
peeling stresses tend to pull the end of the strip away from the beam, causing a 
delamination failure. It was also observed that the smaller the length of the sheet is 
extended into the shear span of a beam loaded in three or four point bending, the more 
likely the strip is to peel off.
De Lorenzis Miller, and Nanni (2001), studied Fiber-reinforced polymer (FRF) 
laminates are being successfully used worldwide for strengthening existing reinforced 
concrete structures. The bond of FRP reinforcement to the concrete substrate was of 
critical importance for the effectiveness of the technique. In this project, flexural test 
specimens were prepared to address some of the factors expected to affect bond, namely, 
bonded length, concrete strength, number of plies (stiffness), ply width, and, to a limited 
extent, surface preparation. Experimental results were presented and discussed herein. A 
linear bond stress-slip relationship, along with a simple shear model for the evaluation of 
the slip modulus, was used to predict the strain distribution at moderate load levels. 
Finally, expressions of the peeling load and the effective bond length were presented. A 
design equation was proposed for calculating the effective FRP ultimate strain to be used 
in design to accoimt for bond-controlled failure.
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Bonacci and Maalej (2000) studied the effect of externally bonded fiber- 
reinforced polymer for rehabilitation of corrosion damaged concrete beams. The authors 
reported the results of an experimental program designed to provide a realistic assessment 
of the potential of using fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) materials in the repair and 
strengthening of reinforeed concrete (RC) flexural members. The experimental program 
ineluded seven RC flexural beams 270 x 400 mm in cross section and 4350 mm in length. 
Four of the seven RC beams were reinforeed externally with one or two layers of carbon 
fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP) composite. Different variables eonsidered in this 
experimental program ineluded state of damage (damaged versus undamaged) and 
loading condition during bonding (loaded versus unloaded). Damage was introduced in 
four of the seven RC beams using an accelerated corrosion technique developed at the 
University of Toronto. Tests in the eurrent study show that it is necessary to consider the 
effects of corrosion- and load-induced damage as well as sustained load on the load- 
carrying and deflection capacities of externally reinforced flexural members. Furthermore, 
it is eoncluded that it is possible to achieve adequate corrosion repair with externally 
bonded CFRP and minimal intervention. In particular, the current study shows that it is 
important to optimize CFRP layout to balance strength reeovery with control of faulting 
and splitting, which could lead to premature member failure.
Sebastian (2001) investigated the significanee of midspan debonding Failure in 
fiber reinforced polymer-plated concrete. Reinforeed conerete beams enhanced in flexure 
with adhesively-bonded fibre reinforeed polymer plates are susceptible to a brittle form of 
failure, defined by delamination of the cover concrete attached to the adhesive that causes
8
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the plates to debond from the beam. The author demonstrates that, while previous 
research has focused on one debonding mode in which concrete delamination progresses 
from the ends of the plates inwards, there exists another critical debond mode that 
initiates near flexural cracks in the midspan region of the plated beam and propagates out 
to the ends of the plates. Data from large-scale experimental work are presented to show 
that midspan debonding action is triggered by high shear stresses transmitted from the 
plates through the adhesive to the cover concrete. These stresses arise initially from 
tension stiffening in the cracked concrete and corrosion of the embedded steel. It is shown 
that strain gauge data are required from both the bonded and exposed surfaces of the plate 
for accurate quantification of these shear stresses. The shear span of the external load and 
the stiffness of the plate are cited as parameters that may influence whether in practice 
end peel or midspan debond occur in plated beams. The paper concludes by describing 
compulsory features of any numerical modeling of the midspan debond phenomenon.
Spadea et al. (2001) studied the strength and ductility of reinforced concrete 
beams repaired with bonded carbon fiber reinforced polymers. Three series of tests on 
eleven reinforced concrete beams were carried out and their ultimate load capacities and 
ductilities were evaluated. The variables considered in this experimental program were 
longitudinal steel ratio, the volume of the internal stirrups, and the location and 
configuration of external anchorages. The results show that both deflection and energy 
absorption are drastically reduced when beams are strengthened with bonded carbon fiber 
reinforced polymers plates without external anchorages. Suitably designed and positioned 
external anchorages allow much of this lost ductility to be regained; however, even then
9
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the ductility of the strengthened beam can not be restored to its original level. It is shown 
that definitions of ductility based on deflection and energy are able to give a good and 
rational representation of the physical aspects of ductility of reinforced concrete beams 
strengthened with bonded carbon fiber reinforced polymer laminates with or without 
external anchorages.
Naito et al. (2002) evaluated bridge beam-column joints under simulated seismic 
loading. The studies of 1989 Lama Prieta earthquake effects resulted in higher design 
requirements for transverse reinforcement in reinforced concrete bridge beam-column 
joints constructed in California. In general, the proposed reinforcement details can be 
congested and difficult to construct. An experimental investigation examined four large- 
scale interior joints with details typical of those required in California. The experimental 
program included tied square cross-section columns and spirally reinforced circular 
cross-section columns. Both conventional and headed joint reinforcement configurations 
were investigated. Experimental results show that current design requirements produce 
joints that remain essentially elastic to relatively large drifts, whereas the columns 
develop inelastic rotations adjacent to the joints. The use of headed reinforcement within 
the joint regions was shown to be effective in reducing congestion and thereby improving 
constructability while maintaining comparable structural behavior.
Sheikh et al. (2002) investigated retrofitting techniques for concrete structures for 
shear and flexural using fiber reinforced polymers. Damage sustained by foundation 
walls and large beams in a building was simulated in full-size to near-full-scale model
10
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specimens in the laboratory. The damaged specimens were repaired with carbon and 
glass fiber-reinforced polymer sheets and tested to failure. Control speeimens were tested 
to failure without rehabilitation to provide a basis for comparison and evaluate the 
effectiveness of the repair techniques. The results showed that fiber-reinforeed polymers 
were active in strengthening for flexure as well as shear. It was also shown that over 
reinforcing in flexure resulted in shifting the failure to shear mode, which in some cases 
may be undesirable. Strengthening of a member in shear, on the other hand, resulted in 
increasing the ultimate flexural strength by more than tenfold, and toughness by a factor 
of more than 26. Available analytical procedures and building code provisions (ACI 318- 
95) were found to simulate the behaviour of speeimens retrofitted with fiber reinforced 
polymers reasonably well.
Bencardion et al. (2002) studied the strength and ductility of reinforced concrete 
beams externally reinforced with carbon fiber fabric. They presented results obtained 
from an experimental investigation of reinforced concrete beams strengthened in flexure 
and shear using externally bonded epoxy with bi-directional carbon fiber fabric. Two 
series of three large-scale concrete beam models were built and tested under four-point 
bending. The beams of the two series were internally reinforced with high-tensile steel 
for both shear and flexure. One beam for each series without external reinforcement was 
used as control beam. The difference between the two series was in the amount of 
internal stirrups and concrete strength. To study the effect of the external composite 
reinforcement, variations in the number of layers applied and in the external end 
arrangements were made. One type of external reinforcement consisted of two layers of
11
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fabric bonded to the tension face of the beam and partly extended up to the vertical sides. 
The second arrangement consisted of four layers of fabric with supplementary end 
anchorages. The composite reinforcement led to an increase both in the load-carrying 
capacity at ultimate and flexural stiffness as compared to those for the control beams.
Tung et al. (2002) studied the ductility of pretensioned concrete beams with 
hybrid fiber reinforced polymer and stainless steel reinforcements. Naturally corrosion- 
resistant materials such as fibre reinforced polymer or stainless steel have been used to 
adder the corrosion problems in reinforced concrete structures. The authors investigated 
the behavior of pretensioned concrete beams containing a hybrid arrangement of 
prestressed carbon fiber reinforced polymer tendons and stainless steel bars. It was 
observed that conventional measures of ductility based on the yielding of reinforcement 
are not applicable to concrete beams with only fiber reinforced polymer because of the 
linearly elastic characteristic of fiber reinforced polymer up to failure. A proposed 
ductility index based on the consumed plastic and stored elastic energies has been 
adopted. The application of these energies requires knowledge of the complete loading 
and uploading load-deflection relationship of a beam. Five hybrid carbon fiber reinforced 
polymer and stainless steel concrete beams, with variable bonding pattern of carbon fiber 
reinforced polymer tendons, have been constructed and tested to obtain the complete 
load-deflection relationships and related ductility indices. Five pretensioned concrete 
beams with partially-bonded prestressed carbon fiber reinforced polymer tendons and 
non-prestressed stainless steel bars were constructed and tested to investigate the 
influence of the bonding pattern of the tendons on the loading and unloading behaviors,
12
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and hence on the deformability and ductility of the beams. As many researchers have 
concluded, increasing unbonded tendon length improves the deformability of concrete 
beams. However, the current study showed that bonding pattern has an insignificant 
effect on the energy dissipation and hence on ductility of the beams.
Harraq, et al. (2002) made an investigation of prestressed concrete girders 
strengthened with externally bonded carbon fibre sheets. Prestressed concrete beams may 
be under-strength because of deficiencies in design, increases in applied loads, loss of 
prestress, damage due to the effect of collision, corrosion or military operations and salt 
damage. There has been limited research on the repair of environmental exposure, 
inadequate design and heavy traffic. Because they are impermeable, the laminates resist 
moisture and the resulting corrosion. An added advantage of carbon laminates is their 
ease installation due to their extremely light weight compared to steel or concrete. The 
authors examined the strength enhancement provided to the flexural capacity of 
prestressed concrete girders by the external bonding of carbon fiber reinforced polymer 
laminates through a large scale beam study. Seven half scale standard CPCI 900 mm 
pretensioned bridge girders comprising two unreinforced and five reinforced by carbon 
fiber reinforced polymer were considered in this study. They conclude that by bonding 
the CFRP sheets the loss of prestressing can be compensated and the durability can be 
improved.
Brena et al. (2003) predicted the increasing flexural capacity of reinforced 
concrete beams using carbon fiber reinforced polymer composites. A series of reinforced
13
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concrete beams strengthened in flexure using different carbon fiber-reinforced polymers 
composite systems were fabricated and tested in the laboratory to examine the effects of 
the strengthening configuration on the specimen behavior. The main goal of these tests 
was to explore different strengthening configurations capable of developing the strength 
of the composite laminates and preclude failure by debonding of the composite systems 
from the concrete surface. Results indicate that relying on the contact area between the 
composite laminates and the concrete surface is not sufficient to eliminate debonding. 
Strengthening configurations involving techniques such as placement of transverse straps 
along the composite laminates or bonding the composites on the side surface of the 
specimens controlled debonding and provided a more ductile failure mode than 
placement on the bottom surface of the beams.
Antonopoulos and Triantafillou (2003) investigated experimentally the 
strengthening of reinforced concrete beam-column joints. The results of a comprehensive 
experimental program, aimed at providing a fundamental understanding of the behavior 
of shear-critical exterior reinforced concrete joints strengthened with fiber reinforced 
polymers under simulated seismic load, were presented. The role of various parameters 
on the effectiveness of fiber reinforced polymer was examined through 2/3-scale testing 
of 18 exterior reinforced concrete joints. Conclusions were drawn on the basis of certain 
load versus imposed displacement response characteristics, comprising the strength 
(maximum lateral load), the stiffness, and the cumulative energy dissipation capacity. 
The results demonstrate the important role of including distribution of fiber reinforced 
polymer between the beam and the column, column axial load, internal joint (steel)
14
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reinforcement, initial damage, carbon versus glass fibers, sheets versus strips, and effect 
of transverse beams.
Other authors death with theoretical and experimental investigation of 
strengthened eoncrete beams and girders (among them: Arduini et al., 2002; Spadea et al., 
2001; Raoof et al., 2000; El-Mihilmy and et al., 2000; Foley and Buckhouse, 1999; 
Saadatmanesh and Malek, 1997: Shahawy and Beitelman, 1999; Chaallal et al., 1998; 
Arduini and Nanni, 1997).
2.3 Literature review of slab strengthening
Hwang and Moehle (2000) investigated the behavior of the nine-panel flat-plate 
frame model subjected to vertical and lateral loads. This model was 4/10 of a full-scale 
reinforced concrete flat-plate floor. The nine-panel model comprised a slab supported 
directly on columns without beams, drop panels, or slab shear reinforcement. One group 
of the slab was designed for gravity and wind loads in accordance with ACI-318-83, 
another group was designed for moment redistribution not permitted by the code. Gravity 
load tests provided data on the structural response at the service load level while lateral 
load tests provided data on the behaviour under loads ranging from the service load level 
to the ultimate load level. It was concluded that the design, which followed in part the 
requirements of ACI 318-83 (essentially the same as those of ACI 318-95), produced a 
structure that responded under service loads within commonly accepted limits for 
cracking and vertical deflections. While, for half of the structure that was designed for
15
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negative moments, reduced by as much as 80% to account for possible moment 
redistribution; the intended redistribution resulted in lower connection stiffness and 
higher reinforcement strains, but otherwise the performance was deemed acceptable.
Abdel Rahman (2001) studied the strengthening of reinforced concrete flat slab 
using carbon fiber reinforced polymer strips. The paper presents the design concept and 
constructional details of the application of carbon fiber reinforced polymer laminates in 
strengthening reinforced concrete flat-plate structure. A multi-storey structure was 
originally deigned as a residential building and it was a multi story-building, the 24 x 80 
m building consists of a flat (beamless) slab supported on rectangular columns. Carbon 
fiber reinforced polymers plates were used to strengthen the unshored reinforced concrete 
slabs. Finite element analysis and strain compatibility were used to design the 
strengthening scheme. Strengthening slabs in two floors was completed in only ten days. 
Then, load tests were performed on the slab according to the requirements of the 
Egyptian Code for design of RC structures. Sand packages were placed uniformly on the 
top surface of the slab to produce an equivalent load of 9.0 kN/m^, which is equivalent to 
one and half the value of expected line load in addition to the weight of the finishing 
material of the slab.
El-Salakawy et al. (2002) presented a research work on pimching shear 
rehabilitation of existing slab-column edge connection. Four full-scale specimens 
representing slab-column edge cormections were built and tested to failure. Three slabs 
were then repaired and strengthened and tested again. In the originally tested slabs, which
16
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were chosen for repair, one slab had an opening in front of the column and contained 
shear reinforcement, one slab had no opening and no shear reinforcement, and one had an 
opening and no shear reinforcement. The dimensions of the slab were 1540 x 1020 x 120 
mm, with square columns of determining (250 x 250 mm). The openings in the 
speeimens were square (150 x 150 mm) with the sides parallel to the sides of the column. 
The slabs were made using normal weight concrete (28-day average compressive strength 
of 32 MPa) and reinforced with a reinforcement ratio of 0.75%. The slabs were repaired 
by replacing old damaged concrete by new concrete of the same properties. 
Strengthening was carried out using shear studs for the two slabs, which originally did 
not have shear reinforcement. It was eoncluded that this rehabilitation technique 
increased the punching shear strength (by 26% to 41%). All repaired specimens failed in 
flexure.
Robertson et al. (2002) predicted the cyclic testing of slab-column connection 
with shear reinforcement. The intent of this research program was to study the response 
of slab-column connections containing various types of shear reinforcement when 
subjected to combined gravity and cyclic lateral loading. The four test specimens were 
half-scale representations of interior slab-column connections in a prototype flat-slab 
building. The control specimens had closed-hoop stirrups, single-leg stirrups, and 
welded-head studs as shear reinforcement. The control specimen failed due to punching 
shear around the slab-column connection with 3.5% drift. None of the shear reinforced 
specimens experienced punching failure during testing to 8% drift. The three types of 
slab shear reinforcement proved equally effective in resisting punching failure. However,
17
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the simplicity of placement of headed-stud reinforcement makes it an alternative to 
single-leg and closed-hoop stirrups.
Vatovec et al. (2002) investigated the evaluation and carbon fiber reinforced 
polymers strengthening of existing garage. Since 1995, carbon fiber reinforced polymers 
has been applies to strengthen concrete decks of a troubled posttensioned garage in 
Atlanta. During the construction of the garage, design deficiencies were found. A 
remedial repair, involving heavily reinforced, 76 mm thick Gunite (Shotcrete) beams, 
applied to the underside of the slab between drop panels in the east-west direction, was 
developed in 1984. Since then, delamination of Gunite beams and other structural 
problems repeatedly occurred. Epoxy injection and other limited repair were done over 
the years in an attempt to remediate the problems. In 2000, due to the growing 
delamination concerns, backed up with non destruction impact-echo testing results, and 
due to the newest set of structural analyses that showed additional design deficiencies, 
Simpson Gumpertz & Heger developed a new and comprehensive remedial program. The 
first phase of this program included an in-depth mechanical in situ load test program to 
study the strength and the stiffness performance of the existing typical slab spans, 
including the effects of Gimite beams, the loss of Gunite beams due to delamination, and 
the CFRP strengthening of spans. The tests showed that the CFRP repair of the East-West 
spans with delaminated Gunite beams is warranted and that it performs well.
Ebead and Marzouk (2002) predicted strengthening of two-way slabs subjected to 
moment and cyclic loading. The tested slabs were of two different reinforcement ratios of
18
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0.5 and 1% and were subjected to central load, moment, and cyclic loadings. Results of 
11 specimens were evaluated. The specimens were square in shape with a side length of 
1900 mm. A column of 250 mm square in cross section was located at the slab center and 
extended to a distance of 850 mm above and below the slab surfaces. The strengthening 
steel plates were extended to twice the slab depth around the column. The ultimate load 
was increased by an average of 45 and 122 % for specimens subjected to central load and 
central load plus moment, respectively. For specimens subjected to cyclic loading, the 
strengthening contributed to an increase of the horizontal cyclic drift by 76% compared 
with the unstrengthened speeimens.
Ebead and Marzouk (2002) studied the strengthening of two-way slabs using steel 
plates. This paper introduces a strengthening technique of two-way slabs using steel 
plates and steel bolts. The effectiveness of two configurations of steel plates and four 
different arrangements of steel bolts were evaluated. The strengthening steel plates were 
extended to twice the slab depth around the column and acted as a drop panel of an 
equivalent concrete depth. Steel bolts were used as vertical shear reinforcement. Eight 
bolts were sufficient to transfer the horizontal forces from the steel plates. The 
strengthened slabs showed an increase in stiffness and energy absorption. In addition, the 
ductility was slightly improved. The load-carrying capacity of the strengthened slabs was 
increased by 56.55, 57.76, and 64.56% over that of the control specimen with slabs that 
had 8, 12 and 16 bolts, respectively. The research presents a strengthening concept that 
can be used to strengthen two-way slabs in multi-story flat-slab structures. A simple 
approach that was based on the yield line theory showed good agreement with test results.
19
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Binici and Bayrak (2003) studied pvinching shear strengthening of reinforced 
concrete flat plates using carbon fiber reinforced polymers. The research presented a 
strengthening technique for increasing punching shear resistance in reinforced concrete 
flat plates using carbon fiber reinforced polymers. This strengthening method employs 
carbon fiber reinforced polymer in the vertical direction as shear reinforcement around 
the concentrated load area in a specified pattern. Experimental load deflection curves, 
strain measurements, and failure modes were reported for four strengthened specimens 
and two reference specimens tested for the research reported here. The results show that, 
by using a sufficient amount of carbon fiber reinforced polymer strips in an efficient 
configuration, the failure surface can be shifted away from the column. The load carrying 
capacities of the strengthened reinforced concrete slabs were increased with increasing 
amount of vertical carbon fiber reinforced polymer reinforcement used in a wider area. 
Punching shear strengths of test specimens are increased up to 51% compared to the 
control specimens. The pre-and post-punching behavior of the speeimen with the highest 
load carrying capacity was better than that of the reference specimen designed according 
to the current requirements of ACI 318-02.
20
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2.4 History of Fiber Reinforced Polymers
The concept of FRP can be traced back to 3000 B. C., where ancient Egyptians 
used straw to reinforce mud bricks. The first use of actual FRP was in the early 1950’s in 
aerospace engineering. The materials lightweight, high strength, and stiffness properties 
were a perfect fit for the industry. The first civil engineering application of FRP was in 
1968. It was used on a dome structure built in Benghazi, Libya. Slowly other applications 
of the composite material followed.
Fibre reinforced polymers are a class of materials that are referred to as composite 
materials. Composite materials (composites), consist of two or more materials that, when 
combined, retain their respective chemical and physical characteristics. Composites allow 
the properties of each material to be utilised to their greatest effect (Mair, 1999). These 
FRP composites offer the designer many properties (lightweight, ease of application, and 
higher strength increase) that were not available in traditional materials. It is possible to 
introduce the fibres in the polymer matrix at highly stressed regions in a specific position, 
direction, and volume in order to obtain the maximum efficiency from the reinforcement 
within the member; Because of this, the reinforcement within the member can be reduced 
to a minimal amount at regions of low stress value. Furthermore, FRP’s high strength-to- 
weight ratio is of significant benefit. It has also been shown that FRP response to axial 
stress exhibit a linear elastic behavior (Chung, 2002). FRP is resistant to corrosion, low 
costs, and greater efficiency in construction compared with more conventional materials. 
However, like most structural materials, FRP has a disadvantages, which have created
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hesitancy in civil engineering. Theses disadvantages include, brittle behaviour, 
susceptibility to deformation under long-term loading, UV degradation, photo 
degradation (from exposure to light), poor fire resistance, lack of design codes, and most 
importantly, lack of awareness (Chung, 2002).
2.4.1 Composition of FRP
The FRP system is comprised of several different parts. The main part of the 
system is fibre reinforcement, which provides the strength to the system. The other layers 
that are shown in Figure 2-1, are used to hold and protect the fibre reinforcement.
2.4.2 Fibres
Fibres provide tensile strength and stiffness to the system and are the important 
constituents in FRP system. The fibre generally occupies 30-70 percent of the matrix 
volume in the composites and may be in the form of unidirectional strand, chopped strand 
mat, continuous roving or woven roving.
A wide range of amorphous and crystalline materials can be used as the fibre in 
FRP. In the constructions industry, the most common used fibres are of glass and carbon, 
both increase strength and ductility in a structural member. Aramid fibres can be used 
instead of glass fibres to give increased stiffness to the composite.
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Carbon fibres can be divided into five grades: general purpose, high strength, ultra 
high strength, high modulus, and ultra high modulus. Carbon fibers increase compressive 
strength in a member by a greater percentage that any of the other fibers (see Figure 2-2). 
This is because the lateral strength developed due to the carbon fiber is much higher than 
that of glass. Exposure to wet-dry environments has little effect on the compressive 
strength and ductility of carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP); whereas, exposure to 
freeze-thaw environments shows a significant degradation in strength and ductility of 
CFRP (Toutanji & Balaguru, 1998). It should also be noted that carbon fibers have a 
higher modulus of elasticity.
Glass fibres come in four types, B-glass, AR-glass, A-glass, and Class S high 
strength glass. The most common used in the construction industry are Class E and a 
higher strength Class S. Glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) also improves 
compressive strength, but not to the same degree as CFRP (see Figure 2-2). Exposure to 
wet-dry, and freeze-thaw environments show significant reduction in strength and 
ductility in GFRP (Toutanji & Balaguru, 1998).
2.4.3 Epoxy Resins
There are two main types of resin that are used for the application of FRP: 
thermoplastics and thermosets. Thermoplastics polymers are normally produced in one 
step and then made into products in a subsequent process. They become soft and
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formable when heated, and can be formed and shaped in this soften state. When cooled 
significantly below their softening point they again become rigid. This type of polymer 
can be readily recycled because each time it is heated it can again be reshaped of formed 
into a new article. Thermoplastic resins that are used in composite manufacture include; 
polyolefins, polyamides, vinylic polymer, polyacetals, polysulphones, polycarbonates, 
polyphenylenes, and polyimides. Thermosetting polymers are normally produced and 
formed in the same step; because when heated thermosetting polymers will become soft, 
but they cannot be shaped or formed to any great extent. The types of thermosetting 
polymers that are used in the construction industry are polyesters and epoxides.
2.4.4 Protective Coatings
Protective coatings are used to protect the FRP sheets from environmental factors. 
Factors that include: moisture, chlorine concentration, freezing, thawing, fire, and UV 
exposure. The reason for the application of protective coatings is the inadequancy of the 
fiber’s to resist many of these factors, and the damage they may cause.
2.4.5 Fire Resistance of FRP
Currently there are serious concerns associated with the behavior of FRP 
materials at high temperatures and thus reluctance to use this technology. In the past, the 
applications of FRP have been generally focused on bridges where fire resistance in not a
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major concern. Before accepting the use of FRP materials in buildings the properties of 
the material at high temperatures must be knows and able to be controlled. The many 
different types and combinations of FRP available make a general solution to fire 
resistance very difficult to attain because different types of fibers have different 
properties and changes in matrix formulations can have large effects on the high 
temperature performance of the composite material.
Most commonly used epoxies and polyesters from a matrix that is combustible 
and has mechanical properties, which decline due to even mild increases in temperature. 
The combustion of the polymer matrix may increase the flame spread and amount of 
smoke produced in a fire. The smoke produced by the epoxy matrix also has the potential 
to be toxic. Experiments have shown that a protective layer of intumescent latex added to 
the exterior of the FRP wrap has successfully yielded acceptable flame spread and smoke 
generation characteristics.
The increase in temperature due to fire causes a decrease in the mechanical 
properties of FRP due to the deterioration of the polymer matrix. This reduction in 
mechanical properties results in a loss of the composite action between the fibres and 
epoxy as well as a reduction in the bond strength between the FRP system and the 
underlying concrete member. The matrix will soften at temperatures between 65 and 
150°C, which is the glass transition temperature (GTT) for the matrix. If the temperature 
increases beyond the GTT the strength and stiffness of the epoxy resin are greatly 
reduced. This leads to the conclusion that any increase in strength or ductility achieved in
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the member due to the addition of externally bonded FRP would be lost suddenly during 
a fire if not protected and a dangerous situation could arise.
Carbon fibers have good thermal resistance and have properties that are able to 
withstand temperatures in eccess of 1000°C. A reduction in the stress redistribution 
among fibers due to the failure of the resin at high temperatures significantly reduced the 
tensile properties of the overall FRP system at high temperatures. In externally bonded 
FRP the resin is relied on to transfer the load from the member to the fibers. The loss of 
composite action between the concrete and FRP will occur at temperatures below 200°C, 
which are within 10 to 20‘’C of the GTT.
Based on the data currently available for the fire resistance of FRP general 
relationships have been derived for the effect of increased temperature on strength and 
ductility properties of externally bonded FRP. The relationships indicate that the increase 
in the strength obtained from FRP will be lost within 15-30 minutes of exposure to fire.
The main areas of concern with FRP and fire are as follows:
• Reduction in strength and stiffness due to the softening of the matrix.
• Loss of bond with the underlying concrete due to the softening of the matrix
• Increased heat generation increasing the temperatures locally around the 
member
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• Potential for spalling due to the entrapment of water inside the impermeable 
wrap
2.4.6 Application Procedure of FRF
The application of FRP is one of the key aspects in its versatility. Arriving on the 
site as a dry flexible fabric, along with the resin, FRP can be applied in a matter of hours. 
Its lightweight and ease of handling reduce labour costs significantly over traditional 
rehabilitation methods.
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The objective of the experimental program was conducted to examine a 
strengthening technique concrete of slat-slab connections using CFRP sheets. Six up 
coimections were fabricated and then tested under incoming gravity loads to collapse. 
The first three specimens were not reinforced with Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer 
sheets (CFRP) while the second three specimens were reinforced with CFRP. Full 
description of the specimens, instrumentation and test set-up is detailed in this chapter.
3.2 Test Program
The specimens were tested under single vertical increasing load up to failure.The 
experimental program consists of testing up to failure a total of six specimens forming 
two groups; the first three specimens are standard slab column concrete connection 
system without Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymers (CFRP) and the second group of the 
specimens is a reproduction of the first three with strengthening using CFRP sheets.
Each test specimen is composed of 2000 mm x 1000 mm x 150 mm flat plate and
200 mm x 200 mm post-column-stub extending above the slab by 750 mm and below the
slab by 400 mm. Figure 3-1 shows views of the specimen S-1, with central column while
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Figure 3-2 presents specimen S-2 with eccentric column views of specimen S-3 with 
edge column is shown in Figure 3-3.
The dimension of the slab as well as the post-column-stub were kept unchanged 
for all the test specimens, but the location of the post-column-stub is variable with the 
short axis of the specimens. These column locations are identified herein central column, 
eccentric column and edge column. Table 3-1 summarizes the main characteristics of 
each specimen considered in this study.
The second group of specimen is similar in geometry and material properties as 
the first group. However, this set is strengthened using CFRP sheets at the tension side of 
the slab. Figures 3-4, 3-6 and 3-8 show these slab-column layout and CFRP sheet 
arrangements for speeimens S-4, S-5, and S-6, respectively. Figures 3-5, 3-7 and 3-9 
show schematic view of CFRP sheets with sequence of installation for S-4, S-5 and S-6 
respectively.
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3.3 Materials
3.3.1 Concrete
High-early strength concrete was delivered by a ready-mix plant with a specified 
cylinder strength f  e equal to 35 MPa after seven days (higher early). The slump test was 
measured in the laboratory and it was found to be 100 mm. The concrete was ordered in 
two batches, the first batch was used in casting specimens S-1, S-4 and S-2. The second 
batch was used to cast specimens S-3, S-5 and S-6. Six cylinders were taken from each 
batch. Three of the six cylinders were tested to failure under iereasing axial load 
(Compression test) and the other three cylinders were broken in tension (Splitting test) as 
shown in Figures 3-42 and 3-43 respectively. The results of the tested six cylinders taken 
from the first batch are illustrated in Table 3-4 while the recorded taken for the other six 
specimens for the second batch are illustrated in table 3-5.
3.3.2 Steel Reinforcement
The steel reinforcement bars, which were used for reinforcing the six flat plate 
slabs and all their post-column-stubs were # 10 bars with a commercial yield strength of 
400 MPa and modulus of elasticity of 200 GPa. Figure 3-13 shows the idealized stress- 
strain curve for this reinforcement along with its material properties. Two mesh of rebars 
at equal spacing of 100 mm were used near the top and bottom surfaces of the slabs. Four 
steel rebars, one at each comer of the cross-section, were used to reinforce column stubs.
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Figure 3-10 show reinforcement details for all specimen while Figures 3-11 and 3-12 
show shop detailing of this reinforcement in the long and short directions, respectively.
3.3.3 Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymers
The reinforcement material, which was applied horizontally to the columns and 
longitudinally along the slab, is Tyfo SCH-41S Composite Fiber System. This system 
consists of Tyfo S Epoxy and Tyfo SVH-41S reinforcing fabrics. The Tyfo SCH-41S is a 
unidirectional carbon fabric with aramid cross fibers. It has been stiched, with the carbon 
material oriented in 0° direction, and aramid fibers at 90°. The system properties are 
summarized in the Tables 3-2 and 3-3. Figures 3-14 shows the commercial stress-strain 
curve for the CFRP sheets. The CFRP sheets were applied in accordance with the 
methods recommended by the manufacturer of Tyfo SCH-41A Composite Fiber Systems. 
Carbon Fiber reinforced Polymers were used to strengthen the flat plate concrete 
specimens. The presence of carbon fiber reinforced polymers were glued in the tension 
side of the slab, which is the lower surface of the flat plate surface per the sequence 
shown in Figures 3-5, 3-7 and 3-9.
The installation procedure of the CFRP sheets is as follows; (i) making sure that 
the surface had to be free from sharp edges and voids in concrete had to be filled, the 
comers must be rounded, brooming the surface to make sure it is clean, placing a 
protective cover to keep the surrounding areas clean, (ii) mix 100 parts component A and 
42 parts component B by volume, (iii) allowing the epoxy to soak into the concrete and
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become tacky by suing a roller, and (iv) applying the carbon fiber reinforced polymers so 
that it is smooth and uniform, and working out of bubbles.
3.4 Construction of Specimens
3.4.1 Formwork Preparation
The formwork consisted of three main parts. The slab mould was prepared of 
plywood sheets, supported on two wood strong horses on the long direction of the slab 
(2000 mm). The formwork for the lower column slab was made of plywood sheets, which 
were nailed and fixed with two angles on each side (total eight angles) to the slab 
formwork. The formwork for the upper column stub was made of plywood sheets nailed 
to two longitudinal 2” x 4” studs in each direction, which were in the short direction of 
the slab. The two studs were nailed to the side of the slab, which is made of plywood. 
The inner form surfaces of the formwork were brushed by oil in three layers.
3.4.2 Preparation of the Reinforcement Cages
The slab reinforcement, the post-column steel reinforcement and the column 
stirrups were delivered in the dimensions shown in Figures 3-11 and 3-12. The concrete 
cover for the slabs and the post-column were maintained using 25 mm (1”) high plastic 
chairs. Every reinforcement layer used in the slab (four layers) are prepared separately by 
tie wires. The post-column cages were tied by the stirrups using tie wires. The last step
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was installing each of the flat plate layer in place then attaching each of the post-column 
cage in to the flat plate layers. Figures 3-15 and 3-17 show view of the steel 
reinforcement during preparation.
3.4.3 Casting
The position of the steel strain gauges and their wires were first marked before 
casting the concrete. Figure 3-16 shows the bottom steel mesh during installation of steel 
strain gauges. The concrete was then delivered by the ready mix plant in a concrete 
mixing truck. The slump was checked before the start of casting concrete and was found 
to be 100 mm. Six cylinders were taken randomly during casting concrete. Figures 3-18 
and 3-19 show the final form and steel arrangement before pouring eoncrete.
The concrete was carried from the truck to the test specimens using a pulling 
metal bucket on wheels. The slab, the lower post-column and the upper column stub were 
cast monolithically using a mechanical vibrator. The upper slab and the upper post­
column stub were levelled and smoothly finished. Figure 3-20 shows specimen S-2 
during casting concrete, while Figure 3-21 shows the specimen after concrete casting.
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3.4.4 Curing
The slab surface for the casted slabs and the post-column were flooded with water 
every day for twenty eight days. The concrete cylinders were flooded with water as well 
specimens for every day for twenty eight days. Figures 3-22 and 3-23 show specimen S-1 
and S-2, respectively, during curing.
3.4.5 Installing CFRP sheets
CFRP were installed in specimens S-4, S-5 and S-6 following the procedure 
described earlier and shown in (Figures 3-5, 3-7 and 3-9), using the manufacturer’s guide 
lines. Figures 3-24 to 3-32 show views of the specimens during installation of CFRP 
sheets.
3.5 Instrumentation
The instrumentation used for these tests consisted of steel strain gauges to 
measure reinforcing steel strains, concrete strain gauges to measure concrete strains. 
Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDT) to measure slab deflection and a load 
cell for measuring the applied jacking load.
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3.5.1 Electrical Stain Gauges
The reinforcement steel strain on the tension side of the slab were monitored 
using strain gauges 10 mm long. The steel strain gauges were glued at the predetermined 
locations on the bar before casting the eoncrete. Figures 3-36 to 3-38 show the location of 
steel strain gauges for each slab-column specimen.
The reinforcement steel bar surface was first cleaned with CSM-IA degreaser and 
rubbed with M-Prep conditioner A and left to dry, then the surface was rubbed again with 
M-Prep Neutralizer 5A. The adhesive used to attach the gauge was M-Bond 200. 
Similarly, some longer electrical strain gauges (SHOWA 30 mm strain gauges for static 
loading) were attached to the concrete surface. Twelve concrete strain Gauges were used 
for measuring concrete strain gauges as shown in Figures 3-39 to 3-41.
3.5.2 LVDT Locations
Linear Variable Differential Transducers (LVDT) were used to measure the slab 
deflection. All of the LVDT had a 150 mm stroke. Figure 3-33 shows locations of 
LVDT’s for specimens S-1 and S-4 while Figure 3-34 shows the locations of LVDT’s for 
specimens S-2 and S-5. Locations of LVDT’s for specimens S-3 and S-6 are shown in 
Figure 3-35.
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3.6 Test Set-up and Loading
The test frame consisted of two wide beams to support the slab at its four comers. 
The slab was supported on four hinged supports, as shown in Figure 3-44. The distance 
between the center line which are 700 mm and 1700 mm in the long direction of the slab. 
The specimen were prevented from up lift up during loading, but nor from in-plane 
movement or rotation, by holding them down by steel C channel as shown in Figure 3-45. 
The test procedure was basically the same for all the specimens and is briefly described 
below.
The following test proeedure was followed in each te s t:
i) The specimen was placed over the four supports, then accurately aligned in 
the test place according to the specified eccentricity of each specimen.
ii) The LVDTs, for measuring slab deflection, were put in their marked position.
iii) The steel strain gauges, the eoncrete strain gauges, the LVDTs, and the load 
cell were connected to the data acquisition panel.
iv) All the instrumentation was calibrated and their readings were set to zero 
before commencing the test.
The load was applied by means of a single jack connected to a 100 kip load cell 
placed on the upper column stub. The jacking load was applied monotonieally in 
increments of 1 kN. Figures 3-46 to 3-51 show views of each specimen during testing.
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CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
4.1 General
This chapter presents and discusses the data gathered during testing six slah- 
column specimens shown in Chapter III. As mentioned in the previous chapter, steel 
strains, concrete strains, and slab deflections were measured through the loading process.
4.2 Crack propagation and ultimate load carrying capacity
The following subsections explain the load history and crack propagation up to 
failure for each of the six specimens tested in the laboratory. Table 4-1 summarizes the 
values of the load at which concrete crack was first visually observed and the ultimate 
load as recorded by the data acquisition system.
4.2.1 Specimen S-1
Figure 4-1 shows view of specimen S-1 during testing. At a jacking load of 125
kN, the first visible crack was observed. This crack appeared at the bottom surface of the
specimens at mid-span location as shown in Figure 4-2. With the increase of the applied
load, more tension cracks were observed away from the column location as shown in
Figure 4-3. These bottom cracks penetrated the slab thickness towards the compression
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side (top surface of the specimen) with the increase in the applied load. Figures 4-4 and
4-6 shows these crack propagations on the vertical side of the free edge of the slab. By 
increasing the applied load, slab deflection and strains were observed to be increasing and 
concrete cracks on the vertical side of the slabs continued to widen and penetrate into the 
slab thickness till concrete crushed at the top surface of the specimen at the mid-span 
location at 164 kN. Figure 4-5 shows the crashing of concrete at the compression surface. 
Figure 4-6 shows the permanent deflected shape of specimen S-1 after failure.
4.2.2 Specimen S-2
Figure 4-7 shows view of specimen S-2 during testing. At a jacking load of 90 kN, 
the first visible crack was observed. This crack appeared at the bottom surface of the 
specimens at mid-span location as shown in Figure 4-9. With the increase of the applied 
load, more tension cracks were observed away from the column location as shown in 
Figure 4-10. These bottom cracks penetrated the slab thickness towards the compression 
side (top surface of the specimen) with increase in the applied load. Figure 4-10 shows 
these crack propagations on the vertical side of the free edge of the slab. With increase in 
the applied load, slab deflection and strains were observed to be increased and concrete 
crack on the vertical side of the slabs continued to widen and penetrate into the slab 
thickness till concrete crushed at the top surface of the specimen at the mid-span location 
at 151 kN.
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4.2.3 Specimen S-3
Figure 4-11 shows view of specimen S-3 during testing. The first visible crack 
was observed a load level of 67 kN. This crack appeared at the bottom surface of the 
specimens at mid-span location as shown in Figure 4-12. With the increase of the applied 
load, more tension cracks were observed away from the column location as shown in 
Figure 4-13. These bottom cracks penetrated the slab thickness towards the compression 
side (top surface of the specimen) with increase in the applied load. Figure 4-14 shows 
these crack propagations on the vertical side of the free edge of the slab. With increase of 
the applied load, the slab deflection and the strains were observed to be increased and 
concrete crack on the vertical side of the slabs continued to widen and penetrate into the 
slab thickness till concrete crushed at the top surface of the specimen at the mid-span 
location at 113 kN.
4.2.4 Specimen S-4
Figure 4-15 shows view of specimen S-4 during testing. At a jacking load of 154 
kN, the first visible crack was observed. This crack appeared at the bottom surface of the 
specimens at mid-span location as shown in Figure 4-16. With the increase of the applied 
load, more tension cracks were observed away from the column location. These bottom 
cracks penetrated the slab thickness towards the compression side (top surface of the 
specimen) with increase in the applied load. Figure 17 shows these crack propagations on 
the vertical side of the free edge of the slab. With increase in the applied load, slab
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deflection and strains were observed to be increased and concrete crack on the vertical 
side of the slabs continued to widen and penetrate into the slab thickness till concrete 
crushed at the top surface of the specimen at the mid-span location at 217 kN. Figure 4- 
18 shows the permanent deflected shape of specimen S-4 after failure.
4.2.5 Specimen S-5
Figure 4-19 shows view of specimen S-5 during testing. At a jacking load of 125 
kN, the first visible crack was observed. This crack appeared at the bottom surface of the 
specimens at mid-span location as shown in Figure 4-21. With the increase of the applied 
load, more tension cracks were observed away from the column location. These bottom 
cracks penetrated the slab thickness towards the compression side (top surface of the 
specimen) with increase in the applied load. Figure 4-22 shows these crack propagations 
on the vertical side of the free edge of the slab. With increase in the applied load, slab 
deflection and strains were observed to be increased and concrete crack on the vertical 
side of the slabs continued to wdden and penetrate into the slab thickness till concrete 
crushed at the top surface of the specimen at the mid-span location at 208 kN. Figure 4- 
22 shows the crashing of concrete at the compression surface. Figure 4-23 shows the 
permanent deflected shape of specimen S-5 after failure.
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4.2.6 Specimen S-6
Figure 4-24 shows view of specimen S-6 during testing. At a jacking load of 105 
kN, the first visible crack was observed. This crack appeared at the bottom surface of the 
specimens at mid-span location as shown in Figure 4-26. With the increase of the applied 
load, more tension cracks were observed away from the column location. These bottom 
cracks penetrated the slab thickness towards the compression side (top surface of the 
specimen) with increase in the applied load. Figure 4-27 shows these crack propagations 
on the vertical side of the free edge of the slab. With increase in the applied load, slab 
deflection and strains were observed to be increased and concrete crack on the vertical 
side of the slabs continued to widen and penetrate into the slab thickness till concrete 
crushed at the top surface of the specimen at the mid-span location at 187 kN. Figure 4- 
28 shows the crashing of concrete at the compression surface. Figure 4-29 shows the 
permanent deflected shape of specimen S-6 after failure.
4.3 Steel strain measurements
Axial strain was measured at certain points along the reinforcement rebars of the 
six specimens. Figures 3-36 to 3-38 show the locations of the steel strain gauges for each 
specimen. Figures 4-30 to 4-45 present the load-steel strain relationship at each rebar 
location for the control specimens S-1, S-2, and S-3. While Figures 4-46 to 4-61 show 
this relation for specimens S-4, S-5 and S-6, strengthened using CFRP sheets. It has been 
noticed that strain reading just before reaching the ultimate load were observed to be
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between 2000 to 4000 mierostrain as shown in Figures 4-30 to 4-61. This is an indication 
that all reinforcing steel rebars at the face of the column yielded, whether for specimen 
with CFRP or the non-reinforeed control speeimens. This means that the slab behaved as 
an under-reinforeed section.
Figures 4-62 to 4-67 show a comparison between load-strain curves for the 
control specimen S-1 and specimen S-4 that was strengthened using CFRP sheets. It can 
be generally observed that at any load increment, the steel strain was decreased as a result 
of the presence of the CFRP sheets. This may be attributed to the contribution of the 
CFRP sheets in increasing slab strength to applied loads that, on the other hand, relieved 
some stresses in the rebars, as compared to that for the control specimen.
Figures 4-68 and 4-69 presents the distribution of steel strains in rebars located in 
the short direction, and as shown in Figures 3-36 to 3-38, at a jacking load increment of 
67 kN for the control specimens and the speeimens strengthened with CFRP sheets, 
respectively. It is to be noted that this load level was the cracking load for specimen S-3 
as shown in Table 4-1. Figures 4-70 and 4-71 show similar graphs but at a load increment 
of 113 kN which is the ultimate load carrying capacity of specimen S-3, as shown in 
Table 4-1. In spite of the fact that the shown strain readings in the short direction do not 
present a general trend of distribution, the strain readings for the specimens strengthened 
with CFRP sheets were less than those for the control speeimens of the same 
configuration. This, as expected, results from the gain in strength due to the presence of 
CFRP sheets that lower the stesses in the rebar for the same applied load.
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Figures 4-72 and 4-73 presents the distribution of steel strains in rebars located in 
the long direction of the slab, and as shown in Figures 3-36 to 3-38, at a jacking load 
increment of 67 kN for the control specimens and the specimens strengthened with CFRP 
sheets, respectively. While Figures 4-74 and 4-75 show similar graphs at a load level of 
113 kN. It can be observed that the strain readings for the specimens strengthened with 
CFRP sheets were less than those for the control specimens of the same configuration.
Comparing the load-strain curves for rebars in the short and long direction 
(Figures 4-68 and 4-75, repectively, for example), it is interesting to note that the values 
for the tensile steel strain in the long direction were bigger than those recorded in the 
short direction. This may be attributed to the tendany of the one-way behaviour of the 
slab since the slab aspect ratio is 2.
4.4 Concrete strain measurements
Axial strain was measured at certain points along the slab top surface of the six 
specimens. Figures 3-39 to 3-41 show the locations of the steel strain gauges for each 
specimen. Figures 4-76 to 4-87 present the load-concrete strain relationship at each 
location for the control specimens S-1, S-2, and S-3. While Figures 4-88 to 4-97 show 
this relation for specimens S-4, S-5 and S-6, strengthened using CFRP sheets. It has been 
noticed that strain reading just before reaching the ultimate load were observed to be 
between 500 to 2500 microstrain as shown in Figures 4-76 to 4-97.
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Figures 4-98 to 4-105 show a comparison between load-strain curves for the 
control specimen S-1 and specimen S-4 that was strengthened using CFRP sheets. It can 
be generally observed that at any load increment, the concrete strain was decreased as a 
result of the presence of the CFRP sheets. This may be attributed to the contribution of 
the CFRP sheets in increasing slab strength to applied loads that, on the other hand, 
relieved some stresses in the rebars, as compared to that for the control specimen.
Figures 4-110 and 4-111 presents the distribution of concrete strains in concrete 
located in the short direction, and as shown in Figures 3-39 to 3-41, at a jacking load 
increment of 67 kN for the control specimens and the specimens strengthened with CFRP 
sheets, respectively. It can be noted that this load increment was the cracking load for 
specimen S-3 as shown in Table 4-1. Figures 4-112 and 4-113 show similar graphs but at 
a load increment of 113 kN which is the ultimate load carrying capacity of specimen S-3, 
as shown in Table 4-1. In spite of the fact that the shown strain readings in the short 
direction do not present a general trend of distribution, the strain readings for the 
specimens strengthened with CFRP sheets were less than those of the corresponding 
control specimens of the same configuration. This results is expected, the gain in strength 
due to the presence of CFRP sheets that lowered the stresses in the rebar for the same 
applied load.
Figures 4-106 and 4-107 presents the distribution of concrete strains located in 
the long direction of the slab, and as shown in Figures 3-39 to 3-41, at a jacking load 
increment of 67 kN for the control specimens and the specimens strengthened with CFRP
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sheets, respectively. While Figures 4-108 and 4-109 show similar graphs but at a load 
level of 113 kN. It can be observed that the strain readings for the specimens 
strengthened with CFRP sheets were less than those for the control specimens of the 
same configuration.
Comparing the load-strain curves for concrete slabs in the short and long direction 
(Figures 4-106 and 4-113, respectively, for example), it is interesting to note that the 
values for the compressive concrete strain in the long direction were bigger than those 
recorded in the short direction. This may be attributed to the tendency of the one-way 
behaviour of the slab since the slab aspect ratio is 2.
4.5 Deflection measurements
Deflections were measured at certain points along the slab of the six specimens. 
Figures 3-33 to 3-35 show the locations of the LVDT’s for each specimen. Figures 4-114 
to 4-118 present the load-deflection relationship at each location for the control 
specimens S-1, S-2, and S-3. While Figures 4-119 to 4-123 show this relation for 
specimens S-4, S-5 and S-6, strengthened using CFRP sheets. It has been noticed that 
strain reading just before reaching the ultimate load were observed to be between 10 to 
40 microstrain as shown in Figures 4-114 to 4-123.
Figures 4-114 to 4-118 and Figures 4-119 to 4-123 show a comparison between 
load-deflection curves for the control specimens (S-1, S-2 and S-3) and specimens (S-4,
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S-5 and S-6) that was strengthened using CFRP sheets. It can be generally observed that 
at any load level, the deflection level decreased as a result of the presence of the CFRP 
sheets. This may be attributed to the contribution of the CFRP sheets in increasing slab 
strength to applied loads that, on the other hand, relieved some stresses in the rebars, as 
compared to the control specimen.
Figures 4-128 and 4-129 presents the distribution of steel strains in rebars located 
in the short direction, and as shovm in Figures 3-33 to 3-35, at a jacking load increment 
of 67 kN for the control specimens and the specimens strengthened with CFRP sheets, 
respectively. It can be noted that this load level was the cracking load for specimen S-3 as 
shown in Table 4-1. Figures 4-130 and 4-131 show similar graphs but at a load level of 
113 kN which is the ultimate load carrying capacity of specimen S-3, as shovra in Table
4-1. In spite of the fact that the shown strain readings in the short direction do not 
present a general trend of distribution, the strain readings for the speeimens strengthened 
with CFRP sheets were less than those for the control specimens of the same 
configuration. This, as expected, results from the gain in strength due to the presence of 
CFRP sheets that lower the stesses in the rebar for the same applied load.
Figures 4-124 and 4-125 presents the distribution of LVDT’s located in the long 
direction of the slab, and as shown in Figures 3-33 to 3-35, at a jacking load increment 
of 67 kN for the control specimens and the specimens strengthened with CFRP sheets, 
respectively. While Figures 4-126 and 4-127 show similar graphs but at a load increment 
of 113 kN. It can be observed that the deflection readings for the specimens strengthened
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with CFRP sheets were less than those for the control specimens of the same 
configuration.
Comparing the load-strain curves for concrete slabs in the short and long direction 
(Figures 4-124 and 4-131, respectively, for example), it is interesting to note that the 
values for the deflection in the long direction were bigger than those recorded in the short 
direction. This may be attributed to the tendency of the one-way behaviour of the slab 
since the slab aspect ratio is 2.
4.6 Summary of the difference between the tested specimens
Table 4-2 summarizes the comparison between specimens with and without CFRP 
strengthening. It was observed that the maximum deflection at failure decreased by 7% 
for central-column specimens, 11% for eccentric-column specimen, and 34% for edge- 
column specimen, as a results of using CFRP sheets to strengthen the tension side of the 
slab at column location. The ultimate load carrying capacity of the slab-column 
connection increased by 32% for the central-column specimen, 38% for the eccentric- 
column specimen and 65% for the edge-column specimen when using CFRP sheets for 
strengthening.
Table 4-3 shows the effect of colrnnn eccentricity on the maximum deflection at 
failure, the value of the observed cracking load and the recorded ultimate load carrying 
capacity of the tested slabs. It should be noted that the values in this table were
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normalized to those for the central-column specimen. It can be observed that for the 
control specimens, the maximum deflection increased by 29% for eccentric column and 
96% for the edge column. Also, it was observed that the ultimate load carrying capacity 
of the slab-column connection decreased by about 8% for eccentric column specimen and 
about 31% for the edge-column specimens, when compared to those for the central- 
column one. Similar trend was observed in Table 4-3 for specimens strengthened using 
CFRP sheets. However, the change in defleetion and ultimate load carrying capacity of 
the slab was observed to be less in case of specimens strengthened with CFRP sheets. 
Figures 4-132 to 4-134 show these findings but in a graphical format.
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The experimental study supports the following conclusions:
(1) The failure modes for all the specimens was flexure mode and it was ductile with 
large deformations.
(2) The ultimate load for the specimens, which are reinforced with carbon fiber 
reinforced polymer is bigger than that for the same controlled specimens which 
are not reinforced with carbon fiber reinforced polymer.
(3) The ultimate load for the specimen with eccentric column is smaller than that for 
the specimen with central column, irrespective of the presence of the CFRP 
sheets.
(4) The ultimate load of the specimen with edge column is smaller than that for the 
specimen with eccentric column, irrespectively of the presence of the CFRP 
sheets.
(5) The presence of CFRP generally reduces the deflection when compared to those 
specimens not strengthened with CFRP sheets.
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5.2 Recommendations for Future Research
The following are recommendations for further investigation.
1- Studies involving different types of fiber reinforced polymers, for example glass 
fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP).
2- Study the effectiveness of column capitals or drop panels.
3- Study more cases such as the comer connections.
4- Study the effect of cyclic lateral loading on the strength and ductility of the flat 
plate column connection.
5- Conducting a stimulation of the behavior of the specimens a conduct a conduct a 
parametric study on the optional use of CFRP reinforcement for the slab column 
reinforcement.
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TABLES
Table 3-1; Specimen definition and characteristics










Table 3-2: Tyfo SCH-41S System Properties
Description Ultimate Tensile 
Strength, FRP
Tensile Modulus, E Composite
Thickness
Primary carbon 
Fiber, 0°; aramid 
fibre 90°
876 MPa 72.4 GPa 1.0 mm











72.4 MPa 3.18 GPa 5.0 % 123.4 MPa 3.12 GPa
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Table 3-4: Results from testing concrete cylinder for first batch
Number of Cvlinder Tvne of Test Comnressive Stren&th 
tMPal
Cylinder No. 1 Compression 38.9
Cylinder No. 2 Compression 40.4
Cylinder No. 3 Compression 41.2
Cylinder No. 4 Splitting 3.4
Cylinder No. 5 Splitting 3.9
Cylinder No. 6 Splitting 4.6
Table 3-5: Results from testing concrete cylinder for the second batch
Number of Cvlinder Tvne of Test Comnressive Strensth 
fMPa)
Cylinder No. 1 Compression 39.4
Cylinder No. 2 Compression 38.6
Cylinder No. 3 Compression 39.8
Cylinder No. 4 Splitting 3.1
Cylinder No. 5 Splitting 4.2
Cylinder No. 6 Splitting 3.7
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Table 4-1; The load at first crack and the ultimate load for each specimen

















% age increase 
in cracking 
load






central 7% 23% 32%
(S -5 )
(S -2 )
eccentric 11% 39% 38%
(S -6 )
( 5 - 3 )
edge 34% 57% 65%
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central 1 1 1
eccentric 1.29 0.720 0.921





central 1 1 1
eccentric 1.18 0.812 0.959
edge 1.25 0.682 0.862
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Figure 1-2: View of parking garage structure in Windsor
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Figure 2-2: Comparison o f different fibers and steel reinforcement
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Figure 3-1: Geometry of specimen S-1
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Figure 3-2: Geometry of specimen S-2
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Figure 3-3: Geometry of specimen S-3
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Figure 3-4: G eom etry of specimen S-4 with CFRP arrangem ent
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(c) Second layer with column wrapping
Figure 3-5: Details of CFRP Installation for specimen S-4
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Figure 3-6: Geometry of specimen S-5 with CFRP arrangement
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. o (c) Second layer with column wrapping
Figure 3-7: Details of CFRP installation for specimen S-5
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Figure 3-8: G eom etry of specimen S-6 with CFRP arrangem ent
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(c) Second layer with column wrapping 
F igure 3-9: Details of CFRP installation for specimen S-6
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Figure 3-10: Reinforcem ent details for ail the specimens
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Figure 3-14: Commercial stress-strain curve of CFRP sheets
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Figure 3-15: View of steel reinforcemeiit during preparation
Figure 3-16: Steel strain gauges after installation
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Figure 3-17: View of the upper reinforcement layer
Figure 3-18: View of the wooden form for the slab
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Figure 3-19: View of the wooden form for the column
Figure 3-20: View of Specimen S-2 during concrete casting
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Figure 3-21: View of specimens S-2 after casting
Figure 3-22: Curing concrete by water of specimen S-1
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Figure 3-23: Curing concrete for specimen S-2
Figure 3-24: First CFRP layer for the edge column specimen S-6
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Figure 3-25; First CFRP layer for the eccentric column specimen S-5
Figure 3-26: First CFRP layer for the central column specimen S-4
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Figure 3-27; Second CFRP layer for the edge column specimen S-6
Figure 3-28: Second CFRP layer for the eccentric column specimen S-5
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Figure 3-29: Second CFRP layer for the central column specimen S-4
Figure 3-30: Second CFRP layer with eolnmn wrapping for the edge column
specimen S-6
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Figure 3-31: Second CFRP layer with wrapping for the eccentric column
specimen S-5
Figure 3-32: Second CFRP layer with column wrapping for the central column
specimen S-4
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Figure 3-33: Location of LVDT for specimens 
S-1 and S-4
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Figure 3-34: Locations of LVDT for specimens 
S-2 and S-5
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Figure 3-35: Locations of the LVDT for the specimens 
S-3 and S-6
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Figure 3-36: Locations of steel strain gauges for 
specimens S-1 and S-4
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Figure 3-37: Locations of steel strain gauges for 
specimens S-2 and S Ŝ
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(c) Plan
Figure 3-38: Locations of steel stra in  gauges for 
specimens S-3 and S-6
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Figure 3-39: Locations of the concrete strain  gauges for 
specimens S-1 and S-4
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Figure 3-40: Locations of concrete strain  gauges for 
specimens S-2 and S-5
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Figure 3-41: Locations of concrete strain gauges for 
specimens S-3 and S-6
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Figure 3-42: Compression test of the concrete cylinder specimen
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Figure 3-43: Splitting test of the concrete cylinder specimen
Figure 3-44: View of the bearing and supporting beams
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Figure 3-45: View of the steel C channel located over supports to prevent slab uplift
Figure 3-46: Photo of specimen S-1 during testing
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Figure 3-47; Photo of specimen S-2 during testing
Figure 3-48: Photo of specimen S-3 during testing
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L.
Figure 3-49: Photo of specimen S-4 during testing
Figure 3-50: Photo of specimen S-5 during testing
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Figure 3-51: Photo of specimen S-6 during testing
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Figure 4-1: View of specimen S-1 during testing
Figure 4-2: First crack speared at 125 kN for specimen S-1
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Figure 4-3: View of crack pattern at the bottom surface of specimen S-1
Figure 4-4: View of the side cracks for specimen S-1 after failure
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Figure 4-5: Crashing of concrete at the compression surface of specimen S-1
Figure 4-6: View of the deflected shape of specimen S-1 after failure
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Figure 4-7; View of specimen S-2 during testing
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Figure 4-8: Data acquisition system and specimen S-2
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Figure 4-9: View of first crack at 90 KN for specimen S-2
Figure 4-10: View of bottom and side cracks for specimen S-2
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Figure 4-ll:Test set up for specimen S-3
Figure 4-12: First crack at 67 KN for specimen S-3
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Figure 4-13: Crack Pattern for specimen S-3
Figure 4-14: Side cracks at column location for specimen S-3
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Figure 4-15: Test set up for specimen S-4
Figure 4-16: First crack at 154 kN for specimen S-4
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Figure 4-17: View of side cracks for specimen S-4
Figure 4-18: View of deflected shape S-4 after failure
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Figure 4-19: Test set up of specimen S-5
I
Figure 4-20: Debouding of CFRP at 117 kN for specimen S-5
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Figure 4-21: First Crack appeared at 125 KN for specimen S-5
Figure 4-22: View of side cracks in specimen S-5
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Figure 4-23: View of the deflected shape of specimen S-5 after failure
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Figure 4-24: View of specimen S-6 during testing
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Figure 4-25: Side view showing the CFRP for specimen S-6
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Figure 4-26: First crack at 150 KN for specimen S-6
Figure 4-27: Main flexure crack at the column face of specimen S-6
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Figure 4-28: View of concrete crushing at the top surface of specimen S-6 after
failure
Figure 4-29: View of the deflected shape of specimens S-6 after failure
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Figure 4-30: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 5
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Figure 4-31: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 6
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Figure 4-32: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 7
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Figure 4-33: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 8
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Figure 4-34: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 13
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Figure 4-35: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 14
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Figure 4-36: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 15
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Figure 4-37: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 16
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Figure 4-38: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3 
for channel 21
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Figure 4-39: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 22
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Figure 4-40: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 23
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Figure 4-41: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 24
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Figure 4-42: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 29
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Figure 4-43: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 30
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Figure 4-44: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 31
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Figure 4-45: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 32
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Figure 4-46: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 5
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Figure 4-47: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 6
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Figure 4-48: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 7
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Figure 4-49: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 8
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Figure 4-50: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 13
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Figure 4-51: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 14
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Figure 4-52: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 15
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Figure 4-53: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 16
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Figure 4-54: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 21
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Figure 4-55: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-5
for channel 22
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Figure 4-56: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 23
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Figure 4-57; Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-5, S-6 & S-7
for channel 24
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Figure 4-58: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 29
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Figure 4-59: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 30
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Figure 4-60: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 31
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Figure 4-61: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 32
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Figure 4-62: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1 & S-4
for channel 5
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Figure 4-63: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1 & S-4
for channel 6
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Figure 4-64: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1 & S-4
for channel 7
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Figure 4-65: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1 & S-4
for channel 8
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Figure 4-66: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1 & S-4
for channel 13
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Figure 4-67: Load versus tension steel strain for specimens S-1 & S-4
for channel 14
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Figure 4-68: Reading for the short direction steel strain gauges at load = 67 KN
for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
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Figure 4-69: Reading for the short direction steel strain gauges at load = 67 KN
for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
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Figure 4-70: Reading for the short direction steel strain gauges at load = 113 KN
for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
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Figure 4-71: Reading for the short direction steel strain gauges at load = 113 KN
for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
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Figure 4-72: Reading for the long direction steel strain gauges at load = 67 KN
for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
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Figure 4-73: Reading for the long direction steel strain gauges at load = 67 KN
for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
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Figure 4-74: Reading for the long direction steel strain gauges at load = 113 KN
for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
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Figure 4-75: Reading for the long direction steel strain gauges at load = 113 KN
for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
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Figure 4-76: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 1
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Figure 4-77: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 2
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Figure 4-78: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 3
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Figure 4-79: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 4
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Figure 4-80: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3 
for channel 9
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Figure 4-81: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 10
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Figure 4-83: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 12
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Figure 4-84; Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 17
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Ch. 18 (Concrete Strain Gauge).
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Figure 4-85: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 18
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Figure 4-86: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 19
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Figure 4-87: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 20
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Figure 4-88: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 1
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Figure 4-89: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-4, S-5
& S-6 for channel 2
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Figure 4-90: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-4, S-5
& S-6 for channel 3
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Figure 4-91: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-4, S-5& S-6
for channel 4
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Figure 4-92: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 10
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Figure 4-93: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 12
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Figure 4-94: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 17
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Figure 4-95: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 18
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Figure 4-96: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 19
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Figure 4-97: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 20
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Figure 4-98: Load versus compressioii eonerete strain for specimens S-1 & S-4
for channel 1
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Figure 4-99: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-1 & S-4
for channel 2
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Figure 4-100: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-1 & S-4
for channel 3
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Figure 4-101: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-1 & S-4
for channel 4
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Figure 4-102: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-1 <& S-4
for channel 9
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Figure 4-103: Load versus compression eonerete strain for specimens S-1 & S-4
for channel 9
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Figure 4-105: Load versus compression concrete strain for specimens S-1 & S-4
for channel 12
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Figure 4-106: Reading for the Long direction concrete strain gauges at load = 67 KN
for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
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Figure 4-107: Reading for the Long direction concrete strain gauges at load = 67 KN
for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
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Figure 4-108: Reading for the Long direetion eoncrete strain gauges 
at load = 113 KN for specimens S-1, S-2 &S-3
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Figure 4-109: Reading for the Long direetion concrete strain gauges 
at load = 113 KN for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
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Figure 4-110: Reading for the short direction concrete strain gauges at load = 67 KN
for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
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Figure 4-111: Reading for the short direction concrete strain gauges at load = 67 KN
for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
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Figure 4-112: Reading for the short direction concrete strain gauges 
at load = 113 KN for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
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Figure 4-113: Reading for the short direction concrete strain gauges 
at load = 113 KN for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
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Ch. 26 (LVDT).
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Figure 4-115: Load versus deflection for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 27
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Ch. 28 (LVDT).
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Figure 4-117: Load versus deflection for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 33
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Ch. 34 (LVDT).
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Figure 4-118: Load versus deflection for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
for channel 34
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Figure 4-119: Load versus deflection for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 26
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Figure 4-120: Load versus deflection for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 27
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Figure 4-121: Load versus deflection for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 28
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Ch. 33 (LVDT).
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Figure 4-122: Load versus deflection for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 33
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Figure 4-123: Load versus deflection for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
for channel 34
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Deflection In the long direction long Direction (3) versus 
load = 67 KN for S-1, S-2 & S-3
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Figure 4-124: Reading for the long direction for the LVDTs at load = 67 KN
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Figure 4-125: Reading for the long direetion for the LVDTs at load = 67 KN
for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
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Deflection In the long direction long Direction (3) versus 
load = 113 KN for S-1, S-2 & S-3
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Figure 4-126; Reading for the long direction for the LVDTs at load = 113 KN
for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
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Figure 4-127: Reading for the long direction for the LVDTs at load = 113 KN
for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
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Deflection In the short direction long Direction (3) versus 
load = 67 KN for S-1, S-2 & S-3
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Figure 4-128: Reading for the short direction for the LVDTs at load = 67 KN
for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
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load = 67 KN for S-4, S-5 & S-6
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Figure 4-129: Reading for the short direction for the LVDTs at load = 67 KN
for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
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Deflection in the short direction long Direction (3) versus 
ioad = 113 KN for S-1, S-2 & S-3
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Figure 4-130: Reading for the short direction for the LVDTs at load = 113 KN 
for specimens S-1, S-2 & S-3
Deflection in the short direction long Direction (3) versus 
load = 113 KN for S-4, S-S & S-6
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Figure 4-131: Reading for the short direetion for the LVDTs at load = 113 KN
for specimens S-4, S-5 & S-6
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Figure 4-132: Load at first crack for the six specimens
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Figure 4-133: Ultimate load for the six specimens
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Figure 4-134: Deflection at ultimate load for the six specimens
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